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Abstract— The relationship between the cloud provider and the
cloud consumer must be described with a Service Level
Agreement (SLA). To establish SLA for utilizing a cloud service,
there are two issues which are the following: 1) Determining
when to use the service (time slot); 2) Determining the price of
the service. This paper presents an agent-based cloud service
discovery approach that consults ontology to retrieve
information about cloud services and implements Price and
Timeslot Negotiation (PTN) Mechanism for Cloud Service
Reservation. The important contributions of this work include:
developing an agent-based search engine for cloud service
discovery and effective adaptation of agent-based Price and
Timeslot Negotiation mechanisms for cloud service negotiation.
Cloud Service Reasoning Agent (CSRA) that enables the Cloud
Service Discovery System (CSDA) is used to reason about the
relations of cloud services, rate the search results and design and
construction of cloud ontology. Cloud agents in PTNs are
designed to concurrently make multiple proposals in a
negotiation round that generate aggregated utility, differing only
in terms of individual price and time-slot utilities.
Keywords- Cloud computing, Cloud service discovery, Search
engines, Cloud ontology, Service negotiation.

I.
INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing is an architecture for providing
computing resources as a service. Cloud computing entrusts
services with a consumer’s data, software and computation
over a network. The consumer of the cloud can obtain the
services through the network. In other words, users are using
or buying computing services from others. Cloud can provide
Anything as a Service (AaaS). In general, cloud provides
application, computation power, storage, bandwidth, database
etc. As the resource pool is very large, users can scale the
application in the cloud to any level. The cloud makes it
possible for you to access your information from anywhere on
demand basis.
Cloud computing is a collection of parallel distributed, and
web–accessible that should be dynamically composed and
virtualized based on consumer requirements. Cloud
participants, namely, service providers and consumers, are
self–interested, autonomous parties that should interact and
coordinate among themselves to make an effective and
efficient use of cloud resources. The distributed nature and
inherent dynamism of cloud systems as well as the self–
interested autonomy of cloud participants emphasized the
need for agent–based solutions. An agent is a computer
system that is capable of autonomous (independent) actions,
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that is, deciding for itself and figuring out what needs to be
done to satisfy its design objectives [17]. To successfully
interact, agents require the ability to cooperate, coordinate,
and negotiate with each other.
Cloud ontology contains a set of cloud concepts and
interrelationships among these concepts. We propose a similar
ontology based semantic model that captures the features and
capabilities available from a cloud provider’s infrastructure.
These capabilities are logically grouped together and exposed
as standardized units of provisioning and configuration to be
consumed by another cloud provider. For determining the
similarity between two concepts with cloud ontology, there
are three kinds of reasoning methods, 1) Similarity reasoning
which determines the similarity between two concepts by
counting common reachable nodes, 2) Equivalent reasoning
which determines the similarity between two sibling concepts
based on those label values, and 3) Numerical reasoning
which calculates the similarity between two numeric concepts
based on those label values. With empirical results of these
three reasoning methods with cloud ontology, this paper
shows that the search engine is able to provide an efficient
search mechanism to find appropriate cloud services.
There are no specialized search engines for the consumers
who want to find the cloud services. In an agent-based cloud
service discovery approach, a search engine that consults
cloud ontology for reasoning about the relations of cloud
services and retrieves the relevant service information. The
cloud consumer thus reserves the required service.
Even though the reservation manager can identify a
common time slot that is acceptable to both consumer and
provider agents, it did not provide a utility function for
characterizing agents’ preferences for different time slots. A
tradeoff algorithm has been designed to enhance both the
negotiation speed and the aggregated utility of price and time
slot in a multi-issue negotiation. At the end of the negotiation
process, provider and consumer commit to an agreement. This
agreement in the SOA is referred to as a SLA.
The objective of this work is as follows: To design an
agent-based cloud system that implements cloud ontology for
cloud service discovery and PTN mechanism for cloud service
reservation. Rest of the paper organized as follows: Section 2
contains other work related to cloud ontology, cloud discovery
system and PTN mechanism. Section 3 gives an overview
about the system architecture. Section 4 explains the cloud
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search engine and its components for cloud service discovery.
Section 5 explains the PTN mechanism. Section 6 explains the
implementation of a PTN mechanism in cloud for service
reservation. Section 7 contains the conclusion of the paper and
future work.
II.
RELATED WORK
Since this work explores the issue of designing an agent
based system for the cloud service discovery and service
reservation, areas related to this work include the following:
1) Cloud service discovery; 2) Cloud ontology; and 3) Cloud
service reservation and negotiation.
Ontology can provide a controlled vocabulary of concepts,
each with semantics which are an explicitly defined and
machine understandable. It also provides a shared
understanding of a domain of interest to support
communication among computers and human by defining
shared and common domain theories. In the field of
information retrieval, ontology which consists of a set of
concepts and relationship between concepts is used for dealing
with user queries. This paper provides ontology for
infrastructure services. The relevant concepts related with the
infrastructure services are classified and the relationship
between the concepts is defined. The search engine includes
technical specifications for operating system, CPU, clock
speed, memory etc.
There are several tools available for developing the
ontology. In this work ontology is developed in Protégé 4
[19]. In this paper cloud ontology defines the domain model of
IaaS layer. This ontology facilitates the description of
infrastructure services and the discovery of these services
based on their functionality. In future work , will extend the
ontology to cover both PaaS and SaaS layers.
In ontology based Cloud Framework[3] Kaushik and
Chana demonstrates that by using ontology based architecture,
cloud can be easily accessed and updated using semantic web
queries. This framework provides solution for the increasing
complexity of cloud by showing that Web Ontology Language
(OWL) is efficient for cloud service discovery. Kang and
Sim[4] introduces cloud portal with various service categories
and cloud service search engine for cloud computing system.
The similarity among cloud services are determined using
similarity reasoning methods [4][5][6]. Youseff, Butrico and
Da Silva[7] presents a summary of assimilation of cloud
computing, with a classification of its components, and their
relationships as well as their dependency on some of the prior
concepts from other fields in computing. The proposed cloud
computing ontology has been depicted as five layers, such as
cloud application layer, cloud software environment layer,
cloud software infrastructure layer, software kernel and
hardware and firmware. The infrastructure layer is further
divided into computational resources, data storage and
communication.
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Cloud service reservation using PTN mechanism [2] is
implemented in an agent-based cloud. The negotiation
mechanism facilitates PTNs between cloud agents and
tradeoff which deals between price and time-slot utilities.
Another novelty of this work is formulating a novel time-slot
utility function that characterizes preferences for different
time slots. An automated negotiation engine [16] that
identifies mutually acceptable terms and also demonstrates
how the negotiation engine enables users to control the quality
of service levels they require. A bilateral protocol[12] for SLA
negotiation using the Alternate Offers mechanism is able to
respond to an offer by modifying some of its terms to generate
a counter offers.
III.
SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The architecture diagram for Cloud Service Discovery and
Reservation (Fig 1) provides an interface for cloud search,
cloud service registration and cloud service reservation,
negotiation session between provider agents and consumer
agents and includes a registry of available infrastructure
services and negotiation results.
A. Cloud Service Registration
The cloud service providers register their services into the
cloud registry. The service description includes the following
specifications.



Category of service,
Technical specifications (OS, CPU clock, memory,
disk capacity and etc.) and
 Cost specification (maximum acceptable price and
timeslot range).
These service specification, known as provider service
proposal is registered into the registry. The consumers can
search for the matching services or they can directly select a
service from the registry and make proposals against the
provider proposal.
B. Cloud Search Engine
In our Cloud Search Engine, consumers can specify the
type of cloud services. Furthermore, consumers can specify
three kinds of requirements:



Functional requirements (category of service),
Technical requirements (OS, CPU clock, memory,
disk capacity and etc.) and
 Cost requirements (maximum acceptable price and
timeslot range) as input parameters.
Once consumers send those input parameters to the cloud
service search engine, CSDA consults the cloud ontology and
it returns the list of cloud services ordered by aggregated
similarity (service utility). The cloud ontology provides meta
information which describes data semantics. It contains a set
of cloud concepts and their individuals as well as the
relationships between individuals.
C. Cloud Service Reservation
Among the retrieved best services from the search engine,
the consumer can reserve required service. Consumers can
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Fig. 1 Cloud Service Discovery and Reservation

reserve more than one service providers for the same service.
For better negotiation result, the consumers can even make
multiple proposals that differ in terms of price and timeslot.

The following algorithm is used for cloud service
discovery and negotiation.
Algorithm:

D. Negotiation Session
During negotiation the cloud provider agents send
confirmation to the cloud consumers if the required service is
available for the requested timeslot. If the consumer receives
more than one confirmation for the same service from
different provider agents, the consumer selects the services
with highest PTN utility.

For all filtered results {Ft (1), Ft(2), Ft(3), …, Ft(N)}

E. Cloud Registry
The cloud registry contains the registered service providers
and their services. It also keeps the information about the price
utility, timeslot utility and average utility of each service
proposals made by both consumers and providers. This
information is used for the calculation of PTN utility that
determines the exact reservation for cloud services.

Step 3) Numerical reasoning

F. Status Recorder
The agent based cloud system includes a status recorder.
The cloud status recorder records all negotiation and
reservation results of all provider and consumer agents in the
agent based system.
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1. Calculate similarity q(1) in user queries {q (1), q (2), …,
q (N)} with term t(1) in the Ft(N) {t(1), t(2), …, t(N)}.
Step 1) Similarity reasoning
Step 2) Equivalent reasoning

2. If two concepts have the same similarity from the Step
1) Similarity reasoning because they are sibling nodes,
then
do Step 2) Equivalent reasoning.
3. If two concepts are numerical values, then
Step 3) Numerical reasoning.
4. Otherwise, do Step 1) Similarity reasoning.
5. From 2, 3, 4, Aggregate Sim(s) over all terms in the
web-page {t(1), t(2), …, t(N)}.
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[Aggregation method]
Service Utility=

t(k)

degree of commonality between concepts. It can be
determined as in (1)

Where Weight (k) = 1/N is uniformly distributed.
PTN utilty(P)=1/2(Consumer Utility+Provider Utility)
endFor
6. Rating web-pages used by the Service Utility.
7. Select the web-page/s which has the highest Service
Utility as the best Cloud service and reserve for services.
8. At each negotiation round t, do the following:
I.

From each service provider consumer may
receives confirmation.

II.

If the consumer receives more than one
confirmation, then consumer agent accepts
the service that generates highest PTN
utility and rejects all other reservation.

IV.
CLOUD SEARCH ENGINE
Cloud Search Engine consists of a Cloud Service
Discovery Agent (CSDA) and a Web Interface.
A. Web Interface:
The web interface provides an interface for Cloud Search,
Cloud Service Registration and Cloud Service Reservation.
The cloud providers register their services with attribute
specification and users who want to use a cloud service send
queries with attribute specification to the system through the
web interface. After the Cloud Search, the Cloud Service
Discovery System retrieves the related relevant providers for
requested service.
B. Cloud Service Discovery Agent
CSDA consist of a Query Processor Agent and Cloud
Service Reasoning Agent.
1) Query Processor Agent: The customers can submit
queries into the web interface, then the matching attributes
from services has been filtered. Consumers can specify the
attributes in the web interface and these attributes are needed
for reasoning or similarity search. The consumer has to
communicate with the query processing agent and make use of
the required services and resources.
2) Cloud Service Reasoning Agent: The Cloud Service
Reasoning Agent (CSRA) deals with the Cloud Ontology for
performing Service Reasoning and Rating.
a) Service Reasoning: The reasoning agent (RA)
consults a cloud ontology for performing Service Reasoning.
All information supplied by a user is used to determine
similarity between two services.
There are three methods to determine similarity:
 Similarity reasoning: Similarity reasoning is the
similarity between two concepts by counting common
reachable nodes. The similarity of concepts represents the
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Fig. 2 Cloud Ontology in terms of OS

Sim (x,y) =µ
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Where x and y are two concepts, µ €[0,1] determines the
degree of influence of generalizations (generation is the
opposite of specialization),
which depends upon a
hierarchical ontology. µ is set to 0.5 so that both measures are
given equal consideration. Sim (x,y)=0 means that x is totally
not similar to y and Sim (x,y)=1 means that x is fully similar
to y. But with similarity reasoning, there is no way to compare
between two sibling nodes. Hence, we designed equivalent
reasoning.

Equivalent reasoning: Equivalent reasoning is the
reasoning for determining similarity between two sibling
concepts based on those label values. i.e. Determining the
compatibility between two different versions of software.
Since two sibling nodes representing different versions of
software, will have high degree of similarity, but differ only in
terms of chronological ordering. It can be determined as in (2)
Eqv (x,y) = Sim (x,y)+

(2)

Where c1is the label value of concept x and c2 is the label
value of concept y and Sim(x,y) is the similarity method
which is used for Similarity reasoning
 Numerical reasoning: Numerical reasoning is used
for determining the similarity between two numeric concepts
based on those label values. The similarity between two
numeric values in same domain can be calculated as following
formula.
Sim (x,y,c) =1(3)
Where a is first numeric value and b is second numeric
value and c is concept name.
is the
Maximum and minimum values of each domain respectively.
b) Rating: An aggregated utility (Service Utility) is used
to determine the rating. A service vendor which has the
highest utility would be selected as the best services for the
user.
V. PRICE AND TIMESLOT NEGOTIATION

Fig. 3 PTN mechanism

The CSDA consults the Cloud Ontology and retrieves the best
services that fit for the cloud requirements. The PTN
mechanism (Fig 3) offer cloud consumers to make multiple
proposals that offer only in terms of price and time. For this
the web interface includes specification for cost and time
information. During cloud service discovery the PTN
mechanism is executed and along with the service rating, the
users can view the Price and Timeslot Utility for different
services. The cloud consumer reserves particular services with
different providers and the negotiation is based on the price
and timeslot utility.
Cloud utility function represents an agent’s level of
satisfaction for a negotiation. Since each cloud participant has
different preferences for different prices and time slots, a price
utility function, a time-slot utility function, and an aggregated
utility function are used to model the preference ordering of
each proposal and each negotiation outcome. The utility
(2)
model includes Price utility function, Timeslot utility function
and Aggregated utility function [3].
The negotiation strategy considers bilateral negotiations
between a consumer and a provider, where both agents are
sensitive to time and adopt a time-dependent concessionmaking strategy for PTNs. Since both agents negotiate on both
price and time slot, generating a counterproposal can be
making either a concession or a trade-off between price and
time slot. Negotiation protocol offers agents to make
counteroffers to their opponents in alternate rounds. Both
(3)
agents generate
counterproposals and evaluate their
opponent’s proposal until either an agreement is made or one
of the agent’s deadlines is reached. If one of the agents’
deadline expires before they reach an agreement, the
negotiation fails.
VI.
IMPLEMENTATION
In a cloud market, there are many consumers and service
providers. Cloud service providers and consumers participate
in the cloud market of the through the Registry. All agents
participating in the cloud market are registered in the cloud
registry. All consumer agents connected to the cloud registry
can then recognize and communicate with each provider
agent. Provider agents and consumer agents generate service
descriptions (Fig 4) and specify their preferences with regard
to service name, price and time slot.
The consumer agents can manually select the providers or
they can perform a cloud service discovery through service
specification. For cloud service discovery a cloud search
engine can be used. The cloud search engine retrieves all the
registered services and the service descriptions. If the
consumer want to search for a service that best suit their
requirements, the consumer send service description query to
the cloud search engine. The query processor filters the
consumer’s query and retrieves the matching services from the
cloud registry. The cloud service reasoning agent consults the

Price and Timeslot Negotiation mechanism provides a
negotiation between consumer agent and the provider agent.
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Fig. 4 Service Specifications

cloud ontology and three types of reasoning is performed.
After reasoning the rating of the service is calculated. The best
matching services will have highest rating. Also PTN
mechanism calculates the price utility, timeslot utility and
average utility for each service. Finally the cloud service
discovery agent retrieves the matching services in the
increasing order of rating and average service utility (Fig 5).

The consumer agent reserves the cloud service to the
provider agents. The provider agents may get more service
requests from different consumers. The PTN mechanism
searches for mutually acceptable agreement for leasing a
service. In PTN mechanism, negotiation agents calculates the
price and timeslot utility of consumer and providers. Using

Fig. 5 Service Discovery
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these values and the weight assigned for price and timeslot,
aggregated utility is calculated for consumer and provider.
The total average utility is used to choose the best service
scheme based on price and timeslot utilities. Thus the
negotiation result contains a set of reserved services that best
suits the consumer requirements.

=(

)/2

(4)

TABLE 1 INPUT DATA SOURCES CLOUD RESERVATION

Input Data
Cloud Loading

The consumer agent may get multiple confirmations for
the same service from different provider agents; in that case
consumer accepts the service that generates highest PTN
utility and rejects all other reservation. Thus PTN mechanism
provides the best utility function that is used to characterize an
agent’s level of satisfaction in terms of price and timeslot.

No. of provider agents
No. of consumer agents

Performance Analysis:

Possible Values
CL=
(0
)
Integer
Integer

=

(5)

=

(6)

is the Aggregated utility of Provider.

The agent-based system with cloud ontology have a better
filtering and reasoning functionalities. Therefore cloud search
engine retrieves cloud services that are more likely to match
with the consumer requirements. Fig. 6 shows agent-based
cloud engine with cloud ontology and without cloud ontology.
The performance measure is the discovery success rate which
is determined by the ratio of number of successes over the
number of attempts. The number of cloud service provider is
varied from each attempts. The results shows that cloud
engine with Cloud ontology shows better performance than
the results of using cloud engine without cloud ontology. Also
the result shows that with cloud ontology service utility of the
retrieved services id greater than 0.5. So based on the
observation a consumer can find the appropriate services
using cloud engine with cloud ontology.

is the Aggregated Utility of Consumer.
are the weights of price assigned by the provider
and consumer respectively.
are the weights of timeslot assigned by the
provider and consumer respectively.
The cloud loading (0 ≤ CL ≤ 1) in Table 1 represents and
simulates different levels of utilization of cloud services. CL is
the ratio of the following: 1) Nres, which is the number of
time slots already reserved, and 2) Ntot, which is the total
number of time slots in the reservation queues of all service
providers.
The average total utility of the negotiating pair and
negotiation were recorded for different cloud loads and varied
the number of proposals. Fig 7 and Fig 8 shows that as the
number of concurrent proposals(R1, R2 and R3) increased,
higher utility and faster negotiation speed were achieved. But
the amount of improvement in terms of total utility and
negotiation speed decreased with increasing the number of
concurrent proposals. Therefore, it suggests that, when
adopting the PTN mechanism, an agent can achieve a high
total utility and a fast negotiation speed without having to
generate an excessively large number of concurrent proposals.

Fig. 6 Discovery Success Rate

To evaluate the performance of the PTN mechanism, agent
based-system used the following as the performance
measures: Average total Utility
of the negotiating pair
and Negotiation Speed.
is the level of satisfaction in terms of price and time
slot with the service to be provided.
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Fig. 7 Negotiation Speed Vs. Cloud Load
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Fig. 8 Total average Utility Vs. Cloud Load
[10]

VII.
CONCLUSION
This paper presented an agent-based cloud system for
cloud service reservation. It is designed for the cloud service
providers who want to sell their services to a maximum price
and the consumers who want to find a cloud service that best
suit their price and timeslot. The cloud engine with cloud
ontology shows better performance for cloud service
discovery. Cloud engine is more successful to find cloud
services that meet requirements of consumer. Since PTN
mechanism is implemented in an agent-based cloud, PTN
agents can concurrently make multiple proposals that generate
the aggregated utility differ only in terms of individual price
and timeslot utilities. The performance analysis shows that
agents adopting PTN mechanism can reach an agreement,
successfully acquire the desired cloud services and achieve
higher utilities. Thus a successful agent based cloud system is
designed and implemented for cloud service discovery and
reservation.
The future work includes a low level specification for the
user preferences and enhancing the proposed trade-off
algorithm by adaptively controlling the number of concurrent
proposals in a burst mode proposal to reduce the
computational complexity. We can include negotiation issues
other than price and timeslot.
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